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Functional Schemas with Nested Predicates 
ZvI GALIL 
Computer Science Department, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14850 
A class of (monadic) functional schemas with nested predicates is defined. 
It is shown that termination, divergence, and freedom problems for these 
schemas are decidable. It is proved that when the schemas are more general 
the freedom problem is undecidable. A procedure is given for deleting the 
identity function from the schema's definition at the cost of increasing h by 1 
when h is the maximum depth of nesting. 
Part of our results extend results in Ashcroft, Manna, and Pnueli (1971) 
about schemas without nesting. Our algorithm for checking freedom is not a 
natural extension of theirs. Furthermore, using our algorithm for schemas 
without nesting yields a much more efficient way of deciding freedom than 
the algorithm suggested by them. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An alphabet ~s  of (monadic) functional schema S consists of one variable x
and three finite sets: V, C, and P. V = {Fi} is a set of function variables with 
a designated initial function Fo, C = {fi} is a set of function constants, 
and P = {p,} is a set of predicates. Note that individual constants are not 
allowed. 
A term over ~s  is defined recursively by 
term +-- x If(term)[ F(term) f~  C and F ~ V. 
A conditional term over Zs  is any finite expression of the form i f  p(~-) 
then  ~ else [3, where p ~ P, ~, fi are any terms or conditional terms over ~s  
and r is a constant erm over Zs ,  i.e., all the symbols appearing in it are of 
function constants. A definition for F over ~.s is of the form F(x) ~ r, 
where ~- is any term or conditional term over ~s  • A (monadie) functional 
schema S with nested predicates (over an alphabet ~s)  consists of one 
definition for each F ff V. Whenever the notation F~o ~ V is used, it denotes 
some F i defined by Foo(x) ~ Fo~(x). We will use the shorter term "nested 
schema," or simply "schema" in the sequel. This definition differs from that 
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of Ashcroft et al. (1971) in that they require the argument of a predicate to 
be x. We will call such schemas "unnested schemas." Unnested schemas 
were first studied in De-Bakker Scott (1969). They properly include Ianov 
flowchart schemas (see Ianov, 1960, and Rutledge, 1967). 
Since we are using a very restricted alphabet and all functions are monadic 
we may omit parentheses and the variable x without danger of confusion. 
" I "  will stand for the identity function. For example the definition 
Fo(x ) <= if pl(x) then if  p~(f(x)) then Fo~(x) else Fl(fl(x)) else x 
will be written as 
F 0 ~ if  Pl then if  P2f then F~ else F l f  1 else L 
An interpretation 0 of a functional schema S consists of a nonempty set D 
(the domain) and the following assignments: (1) ~:o ~ D to x; (2) a total 
monadic function (from D into D) Vf ~ C; and (3) a total monadic predicate 
(from D into {T, F}) Vp ~ P. 
For a given interpretation O, the pair (S, 0), is called a functional program 
and can be computed by evaluating F 0 with input ~0 in the usual way (see 
Ashcroft et al., 1971). The computation either terminates yielding an element 
of D denoted by Val(S, 0), or diverges and then Val(S, 0) is said to be 
undefined. 
A functional schema S is said to terminate (diverge) if for every inter- 
pretation 0Val(S, 0) is defined (undefined). Two functional schemas S 1 and 
$2 are equivalent if for every interpretation O,Val(S1,0) and Val(S~, 0) are 
both undefined or both defined and equal. 
Consider a class of interpretations of a unctional schema S such that 
D = C* 1 and for each f~ C we assign the total function mapping every 
s D intof,  ~ D. These are called Herbrand interpretations and areimportant 
because many properties of functional schemas, such as termination, 
divergence, and equivalence, can be verified by considering only Herbrand 
interpretations rather than all interpretations ( ee Ashcroft et al., 1971, and 
Luckham, Park, and Paterson, 1970). 
From now on the word "interpretation" will mean Herbrand interpretation. 
A functional schema S is said to be free if for every interpretation 0 of S 
the computation of (S, O) does not test a predicate with the same term more 
than once. 2 
1 A* means the set of strings consisting of elements of A. 
2 This concept should not be confused with "free interpretations" of Luckham et al. 
(1970) which are what we call here Herbrand interpretations. 
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We use Greek letters at the beginning of the alphabet for general strings 
(over (C u V*) and other Greek letters for constant strings (over C*). For 
a given schema, we use the following notations: 
O,k 
F ~ ~ if ~ is obtained from F following k steps of the 
computation under the interpretation 0;
0 O,k 
F ~ ~ i fF  ~ ~ for some k; 
0 
F ~ a i f F  ~ a for some 0; 
F ¢> ~ if ~(F  ~ c¢); 
k O,k 
F ~ ~ i fF  ~ ~ for some 0; 
O 0,I 
F -+ ~ i fF  ~ ~; 
0 
F- -~ ~ i fF  ~ ~ for some 0; and 
F ~ ~ if --q(F -+ ~). 
In Section 2 we show that some other simple extensions of functional 
schemas of Ashcroft et al. (1971) imply unsolvability of freedom for these 
schemas. In Section 3 we give a procedure which checks freedom of nested 
schemas. In Section 4 we give an algorithm for deletion of I from free nested 
schemas. This is done at the cost of increasing the maximum depth of nesting 
by 1. In Section 5 we show that the equivalence problem for functional 
schemas with nested predicates is decidable. 
2. MORE GENERAL SCHEMAS 
The definition of functional schemas demands that arguments of predicates 
should be constant terms and does not allow individual constants. It is shown 
that when we omit one of these restrictions the problem of freedom is 
undecidable. 
DEFINITION. A generalized (monadic) schema 3 is a functional schema, 
the predicates of which are of the form pa, a ~ (C k) V)*. 
a It has been brought to our attention by the referee that generalized monadic 
schemas were studied by Cousineau and Riflet from U.E.R. de Mathematique, France. 
He has also suggested that we use the term "generalized monadic schemas." 
643/27/4-5 
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We show that given any PCP (Post Correspondence Problem) we can 
reduce it to a problem of deciding freedom of a generalized schema, and thus 
proving the latter is unsolvable. 
Let A 1 ,..., h~, /~1 ,-..,/z~ be 2n nonempty strings of function constants. 
We define a general (monadic) schama S 1 : 
F 0 ~ i f  pG 1 then FF  1 else I 
F~ ~ if  Pi then f~Fllz ~ else F~+I, i ~< i < n 
F~ ~ if  p~ then f~Flt, n else I 
F~ i f  p then f else I 
G i ~ i f  qi then f iHlh ~ else Gi+l, 1 ~ i < n 
G~ * if q~ then f~Hlh,~ else g 
Hi - - i f  r i then fiH1A i else Hi+l, 1 <~ i < n 
H~ ~ if  r~ then f~Hlh ~ else /. 
All 3n + 1 predicates p, p l ,  qi, ril ~< i ~< n are distinct, f ,  g, andft l  ~ i ~< n 
are distinct function constants which do not belong to any h~ or/z i . 
LEMMA 1. Schema S 1 is not free if and only i f  there exists l > 0 and 
1 <~ i 1 ,..., is <~ n satisfying A~I "'" Ai~ = tzq "'" Izi~. 
Proof. In order to compute F o one has to compute G x . During Gl'S 
computation; if q¢ (or ri) 1 ~ i < n is tested with some argument and found 
to be false, then only q~ (or rk) k > i can be checked with the same argument. 
After q~ is checked the argument must be changed (the string's length 
increases). If after r~ is checked, H~ ~ I, then the computation of G 1 
terminates and the r~'s will be tested no more. Therefore no r~ or q~ 1 ~ i <~ n, 
can generate any nonfreedom by being tested twice with the same term. 
Let A ----- {A ] A is a constant term and G 1 , A}. Obviously 
A = (g} ~) {f~ ".f~lhq ... A~ [ l > 0, 1 ~< i1 ..... is ~< n}. 
For every ~ e A there exists an interpretation 0 such that G 1 ~0 A andp/  = T, 
since ph is checked for the first time. 
Now starts the computation of F 1 . Similar arguments imply that p~, 
I <~ i ~ n, cannot be tested twice with the same term and if 
B = {/z I/~ is a constant erm and F 1 =~/~}, 
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then 
B = {fi, "'fjil~h'"tzj~ ]m >~ 0, 1 ~<jl ..... in  ~< n}. 
Since Fl's computation is free, for each A ~ A,/x ~ B there exists an inter- 
pretation 0 such that F 1 ~0/~ and G 1 ~0 A. p is the only predicate which can 
generate nonfreedom. Therefore, the schema $1 is not free if and only if 
AnBvL  ~.  But AnBv6 ~ if and only if there exist l>0  and 
1 ~< i1 .... , is ~< n satisfying All "- Ai~ =/xq  .../xq. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
In the preceding proof, we need the definitions of the Hi's, because if we 
omit them and replace g by I, the result of the lemma will not hold 
q AnB). 
THEOREM 1. The freedom of generalized schemas i undecidable. 
Proof. I f  there exists an algorithm which decides whether a given schema 
is free or not, then for any PCP we construct he corresponding schema $1 
and check if it is free or not. By Lemma 1 we shall be able to solve the given 
PCP- -a  contradiction to Post's Correspondence Theorem (Post, 1946). This 
proves the theorem. 
Let A ~ {ai} be a finite set of individual constants. I f we change the above 
definition of term to be 
term +-- x ] a ] f(term)l F(term) a cA,  f~  C, F~ V; 
then we obtain a monadic schema with individual constants. The definition 
of interpretation must be extended to include assignments of elements of D 
to the elements of A. Here too we omit all parentheses and the variable x. 
Thus Fg means F(g(x)) and Fga(a e A) will stand for F(g(a)). 
THEOREM 2. It is undecidable whether a monadic schema with individual 
constants i free or not. 
Proof. Given 2n nonempty strings of function constants--h I ,..., h~, 
/~i ,...,/z~. We construct the 
constants S2 : 
F o ~ if  Po then HG1GF1F else I 
F~ i f  p then a else I 
G~i f  q then a else I 
H~i f  q then f else I 
following monadic schema with individual 
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Fi ~ i f  Pi then fiFll,~i else F~+I, 1 ~< i < n 
F~ ~ if p~ then f~Flt~n else I 
Gi * i f  qi then fiH11~ else Gi+l , 1 ~ i < n 
Gn * i f  qn then fnH1A ~ else g 
Hi - - i f  r i then fiH1A i else Hi+l, 1 ~ i < n 
Hn ~ i f  r~ then f~HlA,~ else I. 
F 0 can either collapse to identify (the uninteresting case) or generate 
HG1GF1F. Po and p are tested only once and thus cannot cause any non- 
freedom, 
Since F i ,  Gi ,  and Hi ,  1 ~ i ~ n are exactly those of Schema S I , no one 
of the predicates Pi,  qi, and r i , 1 ~ i ~ n can be tested twice with the same 
argument. Thus the schema is nonfree if and only if q is tested twice with the 
same term. Such possibilities can occur i fF  and G collapse to "a"  since other- 
wise: (1) I f  both collapse to identity, then q will be checked with strings of 
different length because G 1 ¢~ L (2) I f  only one of them collapses to identity, 
then q will be tested once with a function of x and once with a function of a. 
Now the proof proceeds exactly as the end of the proof of Lemma 1: 
Schema S~ is nonfree if and only if there exist l > 0 and 1 ~< i1 .... , it ~< n 
such that ;~il "" ;~i~ =/~il  "'"/~i~ which implies (as in Theorem 1) that 
freedom of monadic schema S with individual constants i  undecidable. 
3. FREEDOM OF FUNCTIONAL SCHEMAS 
We now develop some tools to construct an algorithm for checking freedom 
of functional schemas with nested predicates. 
I f  we assume that the schema is free then all paths of computations are 
possible and we can easily construct he following sets4: T ~ {i]F¢ ~ ~- 
for some constant term ~}, D 1 = {i [ Fi ~ Foo}, D2 -= {i [ Fi ~ o~F~- ~ ~'Fjr' 
for some variable F j ,  terms a and od, and constant erms ~ and ~-'}, and 
R i = {j [F~ ~ o~F(r for some term a and constant term ~-}. 
The constructions of T and D 1 are left o the reader. The construction of 
D~ and Ri can be accomplished by using a directed graph G with nodes 
{Fi} and arcs{(Fi, Fj)  ] Fi -+ c~Ffl and for each F~ in fi, l e T}. Now in G, 
4 The constructions are similar to corresponding constructions for context free 
grammars. 
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the transitive closure of G, we have an arc(F/,  F~) if and only ifFj is reachable 
from F i by some computation. Thus 
Ri = {j[ (Fj ,  Fi) is an arc in ~} and 
D~ = {jl for somej (F i , F j )  and <Fj, F~) are arcs in G}. 
Note that all these constructions are polynomial in time. 
LEMMA 2. It is decidable whether or not a free functional schema with 
nested predicates terminates or diverges (for every interpretation). 
Proof. We construct T and D = D 1 u D~. Now T is the set of indices 
of functions which converge under some interpretation and D is the set of 
indices of functions which diverge under some interpretation because we 
assumed that the schema is free. Thus, the schema terminates if and only 
if F 0 ~ T -  D; and the schema diverges if and only if F o ~ D-  T; and 
Lemma 2 is proved. 
Lemma 2 holds also for nonfree schemas (see remark b after Theorem 5). 
ALGORITHM l. For a given schema S, construct R i and delete the defi- 
nitions of Fi's for which 0 6 Ri.  
LEMMA 3. I f  S is free, then Algorithm 1 deletes exactly all Fi's such that 
Fo ~ ~ei~. 
The obvious proof is omitted. Note that if S is not free, then Algorithm 1 
deletes only definitions of function variables that cannot be reached from F 0 
(but perhaps not all of them). 
THEOREM 3. It is decidable whether a nested schema is free. 
Proof. Given a schema S we convert it to the form in which there is a 
single predicate in every definition. (These transformations do not affect 
freedom.) 
In this section only we rename the function variables {F~} in a way that no 
two of them will have the same name in the right-hand sides of the schema's 
definition; e.g., the term GFFf in F ~ if  p then GFFf else I will be replaced 
by G3F2Flf and both F a and F 2 will have the same definition. This renaming 
eliminates the need for an additional index showing which occurence of F 
is considered. We define recursively two classes of predicates {Oi,~} and 
{Ii,~}, where i is an integer and A is a constant term. Assuming the schema is 
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free Ii,a = {p lF  0 ~ a-Fir for some term a and constant erm r such that 
p(h'r) has been computed during this computation} and Oia = {P ]Fo =~ 
ccFir' ~ o~r, -r and r '  are constant erms, a is a term, and p(hr) has been 
determined uring this computation}. In other words p ~ Ii, ~ if there is a 
computation in which when we come to compute F~ we already know the 
value of p(hr) and p ~ Oi.a if there is a computation in which we already 
know p(hr) when we finish computing Fir' obtaining r. 
We begin with empty sets and follow the four rules: I f  in Fi's definition 
we find the predicate ps e 
and the term then the rule is 
(1) ~F~/z 
(2) ~F;~ 
(3) /~ 
(4) c~FjlzFkfl 
I Ij. v ~-- I~,~ k3 Ii, ~ for every ~ = v/z 
H I j , .~- I~,~u{p} if ~=v/z  
Oi,~ +-- Oi,~ k; Oj,. for every h = v/z 
I Oi,~ +-- Oi,. k3 li.a for every A = v/~ 
H Oi.. ~-- Oi,. u {p} if ~: = v/z 
Ij,. <-- I~.~ U 0~,~ for every t = v/z. 
Let the definition of F i  beF i ~ i f  qi~i then  ~i else fii, where ai and fii are 
terms and ~i is a constant erm. It is easy to see that nonempty Oi, ~ or 1i, a 
are possible only for h which are prefix of some ~:i([ hi  ~ max[ ~i] = k). 
Therefore the algorithm of reapplying these rules until the sets stop increasing 
must terminate. 
In Lemma 7 we shall prove that S is free if and only if qi ~ Ii,~ for every i. 
Thus we obtain an algorithm which decides whether a schema is free or not, 
proving the theorem. 
Now we will try to givean intuitive explanation for these rules, assuming S
is free. 
Assume F 1 ~ i f  pgf then  F J  else I. Then if in our construction we get 
q E Ii,nl we should add q to/2, n ; since if we come to compute F i r  and already 
know the value of q(hfr) we may compute F2(fr ) already knowing q(h(fr)). 
Also, we will have to add p to I2,g since when we come to compute F J r  the 
value of p(g(fr)) is already determined. These are exactly both parts of 
Rule 1. 
I f  we have F 1 ~ i f  p then F1F2gFJ, then if q ~ Oa,h~ we should put q in 
I2.~ since F J r '  can compute r with checking (hg-r) which implies that we may 
come to compute F~gr knowing p(h(gz)). This was Rule 4. Here we see why 
we need to rename before we start applying the rules: We are interested 
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in those predicates that will be determined when we finish the computation 
of this occurrence o f f  8 . 
Rules 2 and 3 are explained similarly. 
EXAMPLE l. Consider the schema S: 
F 0 ~ i f  pfgfh then  F2fF  1 else I 
F 1 ~ i f  q then  gFlh else f 
F 2 ~ if p then I else F~.  
S is not free since in the interpretation with pfgfh = q -= TRUE and 
qh -~ FALSE we have 
F o --~- F2fF 1 --+ F2fgFlh -+ F~fgfh ". and pfgfh is checked twice. 
Using the above procedure, omitting irrelevant steps (and without renaming 
since here it is unnecessary) we get the following: 
Definition of Rule number /z v Resuk 
F o 1 H E 5 fgfh put p in Ii.fgli ~ 
F1 1 I h fgf  put p in I1,ig I
F1 3 I f fg put p in O1.io 
F1 2 g f put p in O1, ~ 
F o 4 f E put p in I~,~ 
p ~ Iz. , ,  ~z ~- e and p ---- q~ => S is not free. 
LEMMA 3. I f  S is free, then q ~ Ii, ~ implies that F o ~ ~Fi7 during which 
qA-c is determined; and q ~ Oi,a implies that F o ~ ~Fi*'~ ~ ~'r during which 
qA-r is determined. 
Proof. The selection made by Algorithm 1 and the freedom of S implies 
that every F i  can be reached from F 0 . During the construction of the sets 
{Oi,a}{Ii,a} we use another index r with initial value 0. r is increased by 1 
every time one of the sets increases because one of the rules is applied. Our 
proof is an induction on r which is the stage in the construction of the sets. 
5 E is the empty string. 
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At the beginning all sets are empty and r becomes 1 because the second part 
of Rule 1 or Rule 3 is used. 
It is obvious that in both cases the lemma holds. We assume the lemma is 
true for predicates which joined some set in one of the first r stages. The proof 
that it is true also for r q- 1 is immediate. We actually have to check what 
happens when each rule is applied. 
I f  q joins Is..~ in the (r -}- 1)th stage due to Rule 1 it happens because of one 
of two possibilities: 
(i) For some h = v~, q e Ii,a before this rule is applied. Then by the 
induction hypothesis F o ~ flFir, during which qh, = qv/~r is determined. 
Thus (since F i -+ ~Fgz) Y o ~ fi~Fj(iz-r ) during which qv(wr) is determined, 
which is exactly the lemma's claim. (It becomes more obvious if we substitute: 
r '  +-/~z and a' +-- fla, i.e., F o ~ odFr/dur ing which qvz' is determined.) 
(ii) ~ = v/x and qi~i = q~. We taken any computation which satisfies 
F o ~ tiP(r, when we use Fi's definition q~r = qv(wr ) is determined. But 
F o => fiFj(wr ) and the lemma holds. (Again the same substitution makes it 
compatible with the lemma's notations.) 
The second case is exactly one of two possibilities when r = 1. We used 
here (in both cases) the freedom assumption when we chose the expression 
in the Fi 's definition. 
A similar argument applies for each of the other rules. 
LEMMA 5. I f  F o ~ czF#zFm~ and h = Vl~ then 0~.~ C_ ILv . 
Proof. By induction on the length t of the computation. For t = 1 it is 
obvious, as Rule 4 is applied. Now suppose that the argument holds for t, 
Fo ~,+1 od;d~F~  and h = v/z. I f  the subexpression PzlzP~ appeared before, 
the argument holds because of the induction hypothesis. On the other hand, 
if it is generated completely in the last step, it holds because Rule 4 is applied. 
The only possibility left isF 0 ~* aF, IzlF~ 1 andF~ --~/x~F~. Thus/z =/h/~2 
and fi = ~ (constant). Since h = V/~l/~ Rule 2 implies O~,a __C O~,v~ and 
induction's hypothesis implies O~,~,~ _C I,.~. Thus O~,a C_Iz,~, completing 
the proof. 
Ln~IMA 6. I f  F o ~ odFir during which qhr is determined, then q E Ii.a . 
Pro@ Again we use an induction on the length t of the computation. 
I f t  = 1, then qhz can be determined only i f F  0 -+ aF# and {:0 = h/z, thus 
the second part of Rule 1 implies q e Ii,a. We assume that the argument 
holds for t and F 0 ~t+l ~Fi~. during which qA~- is determined. I f  qh~- was 
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determined because of the last step of computation, the argument holds 
exactly like in the case of t = 1. Thus we may assume that qAr was determined 
before the last step. Therefore there are two possibilities for the (t-t- 1)th 
step: 
(i) F o ~ ~ ~'Ffq , Fj -+ c~"Fi% and qhr = qh%r  1 . The induction 
hypothesis implies q E Ij,a,~ and Rule 1 implies Ij,a,~ C_ Ii,a thus q ~ Ii. ~ . 
(ii) F o ~*od~i%Fjrl, F~--~tx and r = %/~rl. By the induction 
hypothesis q ~ I~. a~2 . . Rule 3 implies Ij,a,~, _C Q.a,2 and Lemma 5 implies 
OLa % C_C_ I i ,  a . Thus q ~ I i ,  a . Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. S is free if and only if q~ ~ Ii.e~for every i. 
Proof. If the schema is free and qi ~ Ii,e, for some i, Lemma 4 implies 
that F o ~ c~Fir and qi~d is determined uring this computation, which 
contradicts the freedom of S. On the other hand if the schema is not free, 
then there exists i such that F 0 ~ ~Fir and qi~:i* is determined uring the 
computation. But Lemma 6 implies that qi ~ I i ,~, completing the proof. 
Remark. When the predicates are not nested (or when it is possible to 
replace every nested predicate by an unnested one) the algorithm becomes 
much simpler. In this case all the ~:i's are empty and all the A,/~, v must be 
empty as well. We may omit the second index and obtain the following rules: 
If  in the definition o f f  i appears the predicate p and 
The term Then the rule is 
(1) ~ Ij ~--Ij wI~ U {p} 
(2) Fsa Oi ~- Oi U 05 
(3) I o~ ~ It u o~ u {p} 
(4) ~F~Fjfi /k ~-- Ik w Oj. 
Note that our algorithm for deciding freedom is polynomial in time since 
we have nonemtpy Oi,a or I<a only for ;~ which is a prefix of some ~i (~¢ = 1v, 
v can be empty). 
Kurt Mehlhorn has suggested another method which is in the spirit of 
the algorithm in Ashcroft et al. (1971) for unnested schemas: by finding an 
integer K with the property that if the schema is not free, then there is a 
partial interpretation of length less than K under which nonfreedom occurs. 
Then the algorithm is to compute K and check all partial interpretations 
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of length up to K. This algorithm turns out to be exponential in time. Its 
advantage is that the correctness proof is much simpler. 
4. DELETION OF IDENTITY FROM FREE NESTED SCHEMAS 
Given a free nested schema, S, we show how to construct an equivalent 
free nested schema S'  without the identity function I. S'  will either have the 
same level of nesting as S, or exceed it by one. 
DEFINITION. A schema S is said to be in standard form if 
1. Every conditional term in S is of the form 
if  pr  then c~ else 
where ~ and/~ are of one of the following forms: 
(a) a conditional term not containing pr, 
(b) F~,  
(c) /, or 
(d) af, f ~ C, and F .  6 a. 
8, 
2. Every definition in S (except for F~o) contains a conditional term. 
3. No function variable in S diverges everywhere xcept Foo • 
LEMMA 8. Every free schema can be effectively transformed toan equivalent 
free schema in standard form. 
Proof. The method of Ashcroft et al. (1971) for unnested schemas applies 
here, since all diverging function variables can be identified by Lemma 2. 
THEOP~M 4. Let S be a free schema in standard form in which F o -/+L Then 
there exists another f ee schema S' equivalent to S without I.
Proof. Let A ---- {F I F e V, F -+ I} and B ---- (V - -  A) U C. We construct 
a schema S'  with the same function constants as in S. The function variables 
of S '  are elements of the set Q, 
Q = {[aG]]GeB, ~eA*} W (F~}. 
For every string a of functions in S which terminates with a function of B, 
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we define a string & in S' as follows: if a contains F~o then & is F~ otherwise 
i ra  =G I "- 'G~ and Gq,. . . ,Gi~,  0 ~ io < ia "'" <it=n,  t>/1  are all 
the functions which belong to B and appear in a, then let 
H~,' = [a~,_~+~ "" G,~] 1 ~< p ~< t 
and 
t f  if H~'=[ f ] ,  fEC  H~= ~H~ ' otherwise. 
Then & ----- H 1 '" /art .  
An immediate result of these definitions is: I f  % .... , a, which are strings 
of functions in S that terminate with a function of B and ~-~ C*, then 
% "'" ar~" = &l "'" &fT. (We shall use this result tacitly in Lemmas 9 and 10.) 
I f  [a] ~ Q, then there are two possibilities: 
(1) a = ~'F~ and F~ V- -A .  The definition of [c~] is obtained by 
replacing each string fi by o~'fi in the definition of F i . Since fi v~ I (F i ~ B) 
then either fi = F~o or it terminates with a function constant (S is in standard 
form) which belongs to B. Thus, in both cases a'fl is defined. 
(2) ~ -~ odFd, F ~ e A andfa  C. In this case the definition of [~] is obtained 
by replacing any fi in F~'s definition by c~'~f (which is defined since f~ B) 
and any predicate pr by p@ This completes the construction of S'. 
Note that the level of nesting in S' exceeds that of S by one. We prove 
LEMMA 9. I fFo ~o,t ~, then [Fo] ~o.t &; and 
LEIVlMA 10. I f  [Fo] ~o,t ~., then there exists c~ such that a* = & and 
Fo ~o,t oL 
Lemmas 9 and 10 imply that S and S'  are equivalent. S is free, so i fF  o ~ ~, 
then ~ does not contain more than n successive lements of A, where n is 
the number of function variables of S. (Otherwise a successive collapse to 
I causes that the same function variable must be computed twice with the 
same argument.) By Lemma 10 the variables which can be reached from 
[F0] are only [~G] for [ ~ ] ~< n. Therefore, the number of function variables 
in S'  is finite. The proof of Lemmas 9 and 10 will show that the same 
predicates are checked with the same arguments during corresponding com- 
putations. Thus S'  is free, and the proof is completed. 
Proof of Lemma 9. We use an induction on the length t of the computation. 
I f  t = 1, then ~ =/= I and the result follows the definition of IF0]. Otherwise 
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Fo => o.t fir = /3'Fif'r' => fi'aifz' (-c and/3 are nonempty). According to the 
induction hypothesis, [F0] =>/3'Fifz'. We distinguish between two possi' 
bilities: 
(1) I f  F i ~ B, then /3'Fi~ ~ ~713F~] z and [3F~] ~--+° 3at~" Thus 
[Fo] ~o,t+l r3~, T = 73ai . = &. (y3 ----/3') 
(2) I f  Fi ~ A, then /3'Fif~" = "/[3Fif] r' and [3Fif] ~" __~o 3a,fr'. 
Thus [Fo] =>0.,+1 73~if. r, = 73aif. r, = &, completing the proof. 
Observe that the change in the predicate is necessary to ensure that it will 
be checked with the same argument in both computations, thus ensuring 
the same behavior under 0. 
Proof of  Lemma 10. Again we proceed by induction on t. When t = 1 
the result follows [Fo]'S definition and the fact that F o -/+I. By the induction 
hypothesis, [Fo] ~o. , /3 ,  implies that fi* = fir =/3'F, f . r '  = ~' and 
Fo ~ o.t a' =/3"~ = fl'Fif'r'. 
Here too we have two possibilities: 
(l) I fF ,  ~ B, then/3'F,r = y[SF,] 7; and [SF,] r _+o 3cqr only i fF, r _+o a,r. 
Thus, F o ~ o.t+l ~3'air = a and ~* = ySair = &. 
(2) I f  F /e  A then fi'Fifr' = 9[SFif]  r'; and [SF~f] , '  _+0 8~f , '  only 
if FiT __,o air. Thus F o =>o.t+l ~3'air = a and a* = &, and the lemma is 
proved. 
In the preceding proof i fF  o --+ I, then by introducing a new initial function 
variable, *~o, (with the same definition as Fo) and applying the technique 
above, we get an equivalent schema S' with I only in/~o'S definition. Then 
F o does not appear elsewhere in S', so the collapse to I is possible only at the 
first step of the computation. 
5. EQUIVALENCE OF FREE NESTED SCHEMAS 
In this section we give a procedure which decides if two given free nested 
schemas are equivalent. 
LEMMA 11. Given a free schema S with an initial function variable F o , 
we can construct a free schema S'  with an initial function variable Fo' such that 
(1) S' is in standard form, (2) I does not appear in S', and (3) F o =>o -r i f  and 
only i f  F o' ~ o f-c (where f is a new function constant). 
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Proof. By Lemma 8 we construct a free schema S 1 with the same initial 
function variable which is in a standard form and equivalent o S. Let S 2 
be the free schema obtained from S 1 by adding to it a new initial function 
variable/70 . The definition of/70 is that o f f  0 if we replace any term ~ which 
is not an argument of a predicate by fa  (fF~ = F~o); e.g., if 
F o ~ if Pfl then Fir2 else F~,  
F o ~ if  Pfl then f F l f  2 else F~o. 
then 
Note that F0's definition is not deleted. Obviously S~ is in standard form and 
F0 ~0 ~. if and only if/70 ~°fr .  Since F o - /+I  we construct (by Theorem 4) 
a free schema S a which is equivalent to S 2 and does not contain L Denote 
the initial variable of S 3 by F o' . Now transform S3 to standard form to obtain 
S' with initial function variable F0'. S'  satisfies all the properties tated above, 
since the transformation to standard form does not introduce any new 
violation of freedom and does not generate L 
COROLLARY, The problem of equivalence of free schemas reduces to that of 
free schemas which are in standard form and do not contain L 
Suppose we are given two free functional schemas S and S' both in standard 
form without I. We construct a Deterministic Push-Down Automaton 
(DPDA) d which simulates the joint action of S and S' whenever they agee. 
~¢ interprets each input symbol as an assignment of truth values to all the 
predicates of both schemas, part of which might be needed to continue the 
simulation: I f  ~¢ reaches the rth input symbol we must have F 0 ~ ~r and 
F 0' ~ ~'r, I r I = r - -  1 and r is a constant term. Then the rth input symbol 
gives truth values to all the predicates in S and S' with argument r. The set 
of input tapes includes also "inconsistent tapes." A tape is said to be incon- 
sistent if at two different points it assigns different values to a predicate 
with the same argument. This is possible since predicates may be nested. 
Inconsistency can be revealed only during the action of ~ .  d accepts an 
input tape if and only if it is consistent and S and S'  are inequivalent under 
the corresponding interpretation. Since it is decidable whether or not the 
language accepted by a DPDA is empty (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969), it 
follows that the equivalence problem for free schemas is decidable. 
Suppose S and S'  use n distinct nested predicates q~ =pi~ h , t = 1,..., n. 
The input alphabet of d is {T,F} n. When ~ reads such a word (input 
symbol), the tth letter denotes the current value of q,. Before the appearance 
of first inconsistency the rth input symbol represents the values of pi,~r,  
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t = 1,..., n, where ~ is a string of function constants, I ~" I = r - -  1, which was 
obtained in a partial computation of F 0 and F o' (the initial function variables 
of S and S', respectively) using the first r --  1 input symbols. The following 
construction will make sure that d will reach the rth symbol only when the 
same ~- is obtained in both schemas. Inconsistency can be generated only in 
the following circumstances: Suppose that qt 1 = p~2, (1 ~[ = l), qt 2 = p~:, 
and there exists an interpretation 0 satisfying F 0 _~0 o&~- and F o' ~o od)t.r 
(] ~- I = m). Now, take a tape with (m q- 1)th input symbol a 1 ,..., an, and 
with (l q -m q-1)th input symbol b 1 ,..., bn such that at1 =/= b , .  But atl 
stands for p~h(r) and bt~ stands for p~(h,). 
Let k be the maximal depth of nesting in S and S' (i.e., k = max I E I 
p~ appears in S or S'). In order to check inconsistency ~¢' must remember 
only the last k input symbols it has read. This can be done by a multistate 
DPDA. 
To simulate the joint action of S and S' for a given tape, we let d have a 
two-track push-down stack. Each track will hold a modified version of the 
current term in the computation sequence of the corresponding schema 
under the corresponding Herbrand interpretation. (We suppose that any 
inconsistency has not been reached yet.) 
The computation terms are expanded so that if S and S' are equivalent, 
both tracks are of the same length during corresponding computations of S 
and S'. This enables us to put both tracks into a single push-down stack. 
To describe this modification we introduce the notion of the "thickness" 
T(~) of term a (that does not contain F~): T(a) = min{I ~- I ~- is a string of 
function constants and ~ ~ T}. For free schemas we have T(~la~)= 
T(o~l) + T(o~2) , i.e., the shortest string computed from as, followed by that 
computed from c¢ 1 . This follows from the fact that for free schemas if 
al ~0~ "1 and ~e ~°2 ~'2, then there is 0 such that ala e ~0 71~- . The required 
expansion is achieved by representing each Fi a V by T(Fi) copies of Fi 
in the stack. Thus the length of stack representation f term a is T(~), so if S 
and S'  are equivalent and the corresponding terms in their computation are 
a and od; then T(a) = T(od). Hence the expanded representation has the 
required property stated above. To erase a function variable Fi from the 
stack, the automaton .~' will actually erase T(Fi) copies of Fi which can be 
done by a multistate DPDA. 
The behavior of the DPDA is as follows: 
For each input symbol, .~¢ first checks the consistency of the tape. I f  any 
inconsistency is revealed ~¢ passes to a rejecting state, otherwise d simulates 
the actions of S and S' under the corresponding interpretation. I f  the topmost 
letter of the corresponding track is a function constant no change is made. 
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Otherwise, it must be a function variable and we modify the top of that track 
according to the term in the definition of Fi selected by the current symbol. 
These actions will terminate ither with some new stack-track with a function 
constant at the top or F~ will be encountered. The crucial point is that for 
free schemas without I in standard form only a bounded amount of infor- 
mation must be remembered for checking consistency and for changing the 
tracks' contents concurrently. 
Before moving to the next input symbol, ~ proceeds as follows: 
(a) If/~'~o is encountered on both tracks it passes to a rejecting state 
(i.e., S and S' are equivalent under the corresponding interpretation). 
(b) I f  F~ is encountered on only one track, ~ passes to an accepting 
state (i.e., S and S'  are inequivalent for some Herbrand interpretation under 
which the other track goes to a constant erm). 
(c) I f  the two tracks are not of the same length, d passes to an accepting 
state (i.e., S and S' are inequivalent for some Herbrand interpretation 
under which the shorter track produces its shortest constant erm). 
(d) I f  two different constant functions appear at the top of both tracks 
~¢ passes to an accepting state. 
(e) Otherwise, if the tracks are the same lengths and have the same 
function constant at the top, d removes those topmost letters. I f  both stacks 
are still nonempty, d moves to the next input symbol and proceeds as before; 
otherwise, both tracks are empty and d passes to a rejecting state. 
Thus S and S' are equivalent if and only if the DPDA accepts no input 
tapes, which is known to be a decidable property. Thus we have 
THEOREM 5. It is decidable whether or not two free schemas are equivalent 
(for every interpretation). 
Remarks. (a) In the proofs of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 we used 
some ideas developed in Rosenkrantz and Stearns (1970). The deletion of I 
from free schemas is somewhat similar to deletion of e-rule from LL(k) 
grammars. Also, the automaton d which checks the quivalence of two free 
schemas, and the DPDA which checks equivalence of two LL(k) grammars 
are constructed similarly. Perhaps there exists a deeper elationship between 
free nested schemas and LL(k) grammars. 
(b) Given a schema S we can construct a one track DPDA to simulate S 
(as ~¢ simulates S and S' in the proof of Theorem 5). Here we don't have 
to modify terms in order to get their stack representation. (Since we have only 
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one schema.) Thus we can easily decide termination (or divergence) for S 
by considering the DPDA. 
EXAMPL~ 2. Consider the schemas 
S: F~i f  p then  FFfg else h 
S': F' ~ i f  p then  F'G'g else h 
G '*  if  pf then  F'G'gf else hf. 
A short glance will convince the reader that (i) S and S' are free, since in 
both cases whenever P~'I is checked before pr 2 ~-1 must be shorter than ~-~ ;
and (ii) S is equivalent to S' since S' is obtained from S by substituting G' 
for Ffto getF' and then obtaining the definition of G * from the definition ofF. 
Observe that T(F)= T(F')= 1 and T(G')= 2 (T is the thickness). 
The input symbols for the DPDA are words of[length 2: Iab I a is the value 
ofp(x) and b is the value ofpf(x) (a, b c {T, F}). 
Figure 1 describes the behavior of the DPDA given the input 
[ TFJFF I FF ]FF I " • 
TF IFF IFF  
¢ 
TF I FFI FFI 
¢ 
' h 
TF I FF I FF I FF I 
¢ 
TFIFFIFFIFT I 
Empty 
I TFIFFIFFI . . -  
;F ,0  
' G' g 
l 
F F f 
F h f 
I TFIFFI~I 
' h 
I TF] FF i FFI F~] 
¢ 
8 h 
h 
FIGURE 1 
Input is rejecled. 
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Note that in the lower track we pushed in and later popped out two 
copies of G' because T(G') = 2. This enabled us to have tracks of equal 
length. 
The input 
I TFI  FF I TF IFF  ] ... 
will be rejected because of different reasons: Since its first input symbols 
are the same as before, the DPDA reaches tage 5 in Fig. 1 (when we replace 
the input by the new one). The previous input symbols was i FF [ and the 
second F meant hat pfr is false ~- was then the argument (~- = g(x)). Now the 
input symbol is ] TF ] and T means that pC is true and ~-' is the current 
argument. But since f has been erased r '  =f r  and pf'r can't be true, i.e., 
this tape is inconsistent and is therefore rejected. 
The input 
] TF]  TF[  FF i FF I "'" 
is consistent and will cause the same behavior as the first input.lt is consistent. 
because in the first input character the F means pf(x) is false and in the second 
the T leans pg(x) is true since the argument at stage 3 is g(x). 
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